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NWC-0455 DINION IP NETWORK COLOR CAMERA SERIES
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION 
Section 13740 – Closed Circuit Video Surveillance Systems

PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.01	MANUFACTURER
A. Bosch Security Systems
850 Greenfield Road
Lancaster, PA 17601
Tel. (800) 326-3270
Fax (717) 735-6560

B.	This product shall be manufactured by a firm whose quality system is in compliance with the I.S. /ISO 9001/EN 29001, QUALITY SYSTEM.

2.02	GENERAL CAMERA DESCRIPTION
A. The camera specified shall be designed for surveillance and industrial applications requiring a compact, rugged, CCD camera with IP network capability. The camera shall be a 1/3-inch format, high resolution, fully automatic, color camera capable of providing DVD quality video over an IP LAN/WAN network while simultaneously providing analog video to support existing analog equipment. The camera shall be capable of providing MPEG-4 compression video at 4CIF quality and at the rate of 30 images per second (NTSC) or 25 images per second (PAL) over an IP network. 

2.03	NETWORK CAMERA REQUIREMENTS
A.	The camera specified shall be a true hybrid, 1/3-inch format, color camera that provides both an Ethernet connection for direct connection to a network and a BNC connection that can simultaneously support existing analog CCTV equipment.

B. The camera shall incorporate a network video server whose primary function is to encode video for transmission over an IP network.

C.	The specified camera shall produce 30 images per second (NTSC) or 25 images per second (PAL) of DVD-quality, 4CIF MPEG-4 video over IP. The camera shall also support 2CIF, ½ D1, CIF and QCIF resolution.

D. The camera video signals sent via the IP network may be received and displayed using any of the following methods:
		1)	A PC camera web browser (Microsoft IE browser version 6.0 or later). 
		2)	The Bosch VIDOS video management software program running on Windows 				2000/XP operating system.
		3)	A Bosch DiBos 8.0 Digital Video Recorder.
	4)	A Bosch Video over IP (BVIP) decoder for viewing on a standard 						CCTV or VGA monitor.

E.	The camera shall be capable of generating two separate MPEG-4 video streams and one JPEG stream simultaneously to allow bandwidth usage and image quality to be configured to meet specific requirements.

F.	The camera specified shall be designed to support power over the Ethernet (PoE) using UTP Category 5 cable with RJ45 connectors when an IEEE802.3af compliant switch is utilized. The camera may also be powered via standard 24 VAC or 12 VDC Class 2 supplies.

G.	The camera specified shall support the unicast function that allows communication between a single sender and a single receiver via a network. It shall also support multicast video streaming that allows communication between a single sender and multiple receivers when used in a suitably configured network using UDP and IGMP protocols.

H.	Access to the camera via the network shall be restricted by three user levels of protection where each level has its own password and authorizations.

I.	The camera shall have video authentication capability where all images transmitted are marked with a visual indication of whether the image is the original or has been manipulated.  	 
	
	J. The camera shall support a snapshot mode that saves individual 4CIF, JPEG 			images to a computer’s hard drive from a video sequence currently being 			displayed.
	
K.	The camera shall also provide a recording function to save video 	sequences to the computer’s hard drive. These saved images may then be viewed using an MPEG viewer provided by the manufacturer.	
	
	L.	The camera shall provide a video motion detection function that provides an 		area of detection that may be sized as required. A sensitivity adjustment 			and a peak motion indicator shall be provided to adjust the sensitivity of 		motion.

M. The camera shall provide both a configuration settings menu and a graphical user interface display through which camera settings can be made when using a web browser. Both these interfaces shall give access to the same settings. Settings shall be stored in the camera memory and are preserved even during power interruption.

N. The camera shall display separate system log entries that contain information about the operating status of the camera and its connection and an event log that displays the method of alarm triggering or when the end of alarms occurs. System and event messages may be saved automatically in a computer file.

O. To ensure that all of the specified cameras operating on the network have their internal clocks set for the same time and date, a camera function shall be available that synchronizes the camera’s time and date to the computer’s time and date. The camera shall also be capable of receiving a time signal from a time server using the time server protocol RFC 868 that may be called up automatically by the camera every ten minutes.

2.04	ALARM HANDLING CAPABILITY
A.	The camera shall provide an alarm input that may be triggered by either a normally opened or normally closed contact.

B. The camera shall provide the capability on alarm to display up to a 31 character, programmable alarm message.

	C.	In the case of an alarm, the camera may be configured to automatically 				establish a connection to a predefined IP address. Up to ten IP addresses 			may be programmed that will be selected in a numbered sequence until a 				connection is established. The camera shall be capable automatically re-			establishing connection to one of the previously specified IP addresses 			upon restart after a loss of connection or network failure. 

	D. The camera shall provide a relay output that may be selected for normally			opened or normally closed operation. The relay may be activated from an 			external alarm input to the camera, manual activation from the browser, 			upon video motion detection, or video loss.

	2.05	GENERAL CAMERA REQUIREMENTS
A. The camera specified shall use a 1/3-inch format; interline transfer, CCD image sensor capable of producing up 540 TVL of resolution at the analog video output.

B. The camera shall provide an on-screen display to simplify the camera/lens back focus and network configuration settings.

C.	The camera shall produce a composite video signal, via a BNC connector, that allows a direct input to a conventional analog matrix switcher, DVR, or any standard analog CCTV video equipment.

D. In addition to the normal color mode of operation, the camera shall provide a monochrome night mode operation utilizing Bosch NightSense technology that automatically activates under low light conditions. When in the night mode of operation, the sensitivity of the camera shall be enhanced by a factor of 3. 

E. The camera shall accept CS and C mount type lenses. For ease of installation, the camera shall auto detect the type of lens used and optimize performance accordingly.

G. The camera shall provide a lens wizard during lens back focus setup to allow focusing at maximum lens opening to ensure that the object of interest within the field of view always remains in focus.

2.06 ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. Video standards: MPEG-4; M-JPEG
B. Video output:  Composite video 1.0 Vpp, 75 ohms, BNC connector. 
C. Analog video resolution: 540 TVL.
E. Power consumption: Maximum 8 VA.
F. Signal-to-noise ratio: 50 dB.
G. AGC: 21 dB, (max). 

2.07 MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
A. Video Output: BNC
B. Ethernet: 10/100 Base-T, auto-sensing, half/full duplex, RJ-45 connector.
C. Camera Mount: 1/4 inch-20, top and bottom.
D. Lens mount: CS or C.  
E. Weight: 0.99 lb (0.45 kg)
F. Dimensions w/o lens: 59 H x 67 W x 122 L mm (2.28 x 2.6 x 4.8 inch)


G. Power connections:
1) 12 VDC and 24 VAC, 50 and 60 Hz models:  Push type connectors.
2) PoE: IEEE 802.3af compliant via RJ-45 connector.

2.08 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. Operating Temperature Range: 32º to 104ºF (0º to 40ºC)
B. Humidity: 20% to 80% non-condensing
 
2.09 CERTIFICATIONS and APPROVALS
A. Electromagnetic Compatibility 
	1) Emission Europe: EN55022 class B; EN61000-3-2; EN61000-3-3 
			Emission USA:	FCC CFR 47 part 15 class B		
2) Immunity Europe: EN50130-4 Alarm Systems

B. Safety
	1) Europe: EN60950-1
		USA and Canada: UL60950-1, CAN/CSA E60950-1




The product specified shall be the Model NWC-0455 Series Dinion IP Camera manufactured by Bosch Security Systems. 
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